In the article entitled "'Flowering of general topology in Japan" the author (Nagata. 1985) surveyed the history of general topology in Japan as it has developed since 1917. The present article, whose purpose is to survey recent developments in the last few years in more detail, may be regarded as a sequel to the previous article. © 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Spaces with a star-countable k-network are very interesting. Y. Ikeda and Y. Tanaka [12] and C. Liu and Y. Tanaka [22] studied such spaces. In the former paper it was shown that every locally separable metric space, every La~nev space and every CW-complex have a star-countable k-network, and some conditions were obtained to characterize kspaces and Frech6t spaces which have a star-countable k-network. In the following there is an example.
Theorem 1.2. A regular k-space X has a star-countable k-network iff X is the topological stun of Ro-spaces.
In the latter paper results from the former were further developed; e.g., the following was proved: He posed the following question while proving it in the case when X is a bounded set.
Problem 3.3. Let X C ii~" and 0 ~< k ~< n. Is it true then that dimX ~< k iff for every ~ > 0 there is a uniformly 0-dimensional e-translation fror, X into R" such that f(X) C .~:?
A. Koyama 1211 furthered his early study of refinable maps. L. Yang [481 partially answered A. Beglagi6's problem--if X is shrinking, C is compact and X × C' is normal, is then X x (7 shrinking? as follows. K. Chiba 121 proved theorems of the following type: if every finite subproduct of a c~-product of T2-spaces satisfies P then the a-product also satisfies P, where P is a paracompact-like property. For example, she proved the theorem in the case when P is the B-property (and also various other properties). In the first paper partial negative answers were given. For example, they proved that there is a perfect GO-space X which has neither perfect LOTS d-extension nor perfect orderable c-extension (meaning that X is not embedded as a closed subset). In the second paper some conditions in which answers to the problems are affirmative were studied. In the third paper problem (2) was given a negative answer. Namely, they proved:
Other aspects
Theorem 6.1
. There is a perfect GO-space which has no perfect orderable d-extension.
In the last paper it was proved that a GO-space X has a perfect LOTS extension if X has a locally perfect underlying LOTS. An(X) ) is the subset of the free (Abelian) topological group F(X) (A(X)) over X consisting of reduced words with length not greater than n.
Theorem 7.2. Let X be a metrizabh, space. 7twn the.fidhm'ing are equivalent: (a) A,(X) is a k-space fi)r evetT n ~ N. (b) A~(X) is a k-space. (c) Either X is locally compact and the set X' of all non-isolated points of X is separable, or X' is compact.

Theorem 7.3. Let X be noa-discrete attd metrizxtble. Then the following are equivalent: (a) F.(X) is ~x)mpactJor evet3" n c N. (b) F,,(X) is locally compact for eveo' n 6 N. (c) X is compact.
A.V. Arhangel'skii, O.G. Okunev and V.G. Pestov proved lor a metrizable space X, t(A(X)) <<. w(X') and asked whether t(A(X)) = w(X'). K. Yamada [46] gave a I~urtial answer to this problem by proving:
Theorem 7.4. Let the cofinality t~'t~ be greater than w attd let X be a metrizable space such that w(X t) = t~. 
If't(S(IQ n) = t~.for some n E N, then t(A2.(X)) = t(A(X)) = w( X') = h:, where S( t~ ) denotes the sequential fan consistblg t~'t~ monber of convergent sequences.
Corollary 7.5. If X i.s a metrizxtble space with w(X') = wi then t(A4(X)) = t(a(x)) = w(X'
Note that the theorem holds, e.g., if P = N, Q, II~ -Q, ¢Jw or ~w -w. T. Nogura, D Shakhmatov and h: Tanaka [281 proved Theorem 7.9 which is a generalization of Arhangel'skii's theorem: every bisequential topological group is metrizable. Definition 7.8. X is an c~4-space if for every x E X and each {S. I n E ~1}, where S. is a sequence converging to x, there is a sequence converging to x which meets infinitely many of S,~, n E N. Theorem 7.9. A topological group G determbwd by a poh~t-conntable cover C consistb~g of biseqnential spaces is metrizable in each of the followblg cases:
(I) G is an ct4-space.
(
2) C consists of closed sets, and G does not contah~ a closed copy of S(w).
Definition 7.10. X is an A-space if the following is satisfied: if {A. I n E N} is a decreasing collection and x E n{An -{x} ] n E N}, then for every 'n E N there is B, C A,~ such that LJ{Bn I n E N} is not closed. (Note that a Frech6t space is ~4 iff it is A.)
T. Nogura, D. Shakhmatov and Y. Tanaka [291 showed that A-spaces and a4-spaces are independent for countable topological groups.
Other aspects
To improve S.P. Panasyuk and R.S. Suitanov's result, H. Ol~ta Definition 8.9. X is EC if there is a map A : X z x I --+ X such that A(x, y, 0) = x, A(x, y, i) = y for every (x, y) E X 2 and A(x, x, t) = x for every x E X and t E I.
X has CEP if for any compact set A of any metric space Y, every map f : ,4 > X can be extended over Y.
Theorem 8.10. A a-compact metric space is an AR iff it is EC and has CEP
This theorem is concerned with J.E. West's problem: is every a-compact space X with CEP an ANR? It is a classical theorem in dimension theory that every n-dimensional separable metric space can be topologically embedded into ~Zn+l. But D. Shakhmatov showed that such an embedding is impossible in the categorical sense. A.V. Arhangel'skiT and l.Yu. Gordienko gave the following definitions for a T,_-space X: (I) A subset A of X is finitely located if for any closed set B in X with B C A. B is finite.
(2) X is relativel.v locally finite at x E X if there is an open neighborhood U of x such that U is finitely located.
(3) X is relatively locally finite if X is relatively locally finite at each point of X. Then they asked the following questions: (i) Is every T2-, countably compact, relatively locally finite space finite? (2) Is the product of finitely many relatively locally finite spaces relatively locally finite?
Y. Yasui [50] gave a negative answer to these questions as follows.
